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Abstract
We report measurements of the inclusive production of heavy quarkonium states in Z decays based on the analysis of 3.6 
million hadronic events collected by the L3 detector at LEP. The measurement of inclusive J production and an improved 
95% confidence level upper limit on F production are presented. In addition, two independent measurements of the ratio, 
f of prompt J mesons to those from B decay are made using two different isolation cuts to separate prompt J mesons from J 
mesons produced in the decays of b hadrons. The results are: Br(Z ™ J + X) = (3.21 + 0.21 (stat.) J^1/ (sys.)) X 10 y 3, 
Br(Z ™ F(1S) + X) < 4.4 X 10 y 5, fp = (7.1 + 2.1 (stat.) + 1.2(sys.) qjg (theo.)) X 10 y 2 . © 1999 Published by Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
B-hadron decays are responsible for the majority 
of J mesons observed in e'e collisions at the Z 
pole. However, heavy quarkonium production theory 
suggests that between 2.5% and 8.5% of all J mesons 
are produced via QCD mechanisms [1-3]. The older 
version of the theory based on the Colour Singlet 
Model (CSM), in which only cc pairs initially in a 
colour singlet state can bind to form a J, yields the 
lower value in this range for the prompt J fraction 
[1-6]. A more recent version, utilizing a nonrelativis- 
tic QCD (NRQCD) factorization formalism that in­
volves contributions from colour octet states as well, 
predicts values roughly three times higher [7,8].
Upsilon states can only be produced by various 
QCD mechanisms because there is no analogous 
t-hadron decay process. Consequently, F states are 
much less common than their charmonium counter­
parts.
Interest in the study of prompt J and F mesons is 
motivated by the experimental excess of heavy 
quarkonium states in pp collisions at high pt ob­
served by the CDF Collaboration [9,10]. In order to 
explain the overabundance of such states, theoreti­
cians have proposed a number of extensions to the 
previously accepted CSM, including feed-down from 
as yet undiscovered higher radial and angular mo-
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Fig. 1. The colour singlet (upper row) and colour octet (lower row) Feynman diagrams illustrating the three main QCD mechanisms for 
heavy quarkonium production in Z decays.
mentum QQ bound states, fragmentation, and colour 
octet contributions [13,16,17,14,11,12,15]. The most 
likely explanation for the excess of heavy quarko­
nium states at CDF is the participation of colour 
octet states in the process of gluon fragmentation 
[22,23,18,21,19,20]. Recently it has been pointed out 
that LEP results are particularly favourable to deter­
mine the octet matrix elements [24].
Three QCD mechanisms have been investigated 
theoretically for their roles in prompt J and F pro­
duction at LEP. These are heavy quark fragmenta­
tion, gluon fragmentation, and gluon radiation (see 
Fig. 1 ). Calculations of the colour singlet and colour 
octet contributions to prompt J production from the 
gluon radiation process are shown in Table 1. If only 
colour singlet processes are taken into account, the 
theoretical inclusive branching ratio to prompt J 
mesons is Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) = 9.1 X 10"5. On the 
other hand, if the colour octet processes are included 
in the prompt J production estimates, the resulting 
branching ratio is Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) = 2.8 X 10 "4.
The rates for F production follow this same 
general pattern, although the colour singlet gluon 
fragmentation process is less important, and neither 
the colour singlet nor colour octet gluon radiation 
processes are as suppressed as they are for prompt J 
production [25,26]. For colour singlet processes, F 
production is strongly dominated by the b-fragmenta­
tion mechanism, and the branching ratio of the Z to 
F states is roughly Br(Z ™ F + X) = 1.7 X 10"5.
Table 1
Theoretical predictions for the branching ratios of prompt J and F production in Z decays by various colour singlet and colour octet 
processes
Production Mechanism Predicted Br (Z ™ Jprompt + X) Predicted Br (Z ™ F+ X)
singlet quark fragmentation 6.7 X 10"5 [4-7] 1.6 X 10"5 [4-7]
singlet gluon fragmentation 2.3 X 10"5 [1,2] 0.07 X 10" 5 [1,2]
singlet gluon radiation 0.061 X 10"5 [3,6] 0.05 X 10"5 [25,26,3]
octet gluon fragmentation 19.0 X 10" 5 [7,22,23] 4.1 X 10"5 [7,22,23]
octet gluon radiation 0.016 X 10" 5 [7,22,23] 0.1 X 10"5 [7,22,23]
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Inclusion of the colour octet gluon fragmentation 
contribution yields a significantly larger estimate of 
Br(Z ™ T+ X) = 5.9 X 10-5.
2. Total J production
The present analysis is performed on the data 
collected by the L3 experiment [27] from 1991 
through 1995 corresponding to 3.592 X 106 hadronic 
Z decays. After passing the data through a hadronic 
pre-selection, J mesons are selected using the decays 
J ™ and J ™ eqe-, which together account
for 12% of all J decays [28]. J candidates are identi­
fied by the presence of a m + E- or e+e" pair with 
an opening angle smaller than 90°. The L3 lepton 
selection criteria are employed to guarantee rejection 
of hadronic particles. Electrons are identified by the 
energy deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
which must be consistent with the expected shower 
shape. Furthermore, good pt and f matching be­
tween the electron clusters and their associated tracks 
are required. For muons, the reconstructed tracks 
must pass through at least two of the three muon 
chamber layers and have an origin consistent with 
the interaction point. Minimum momentum cuts are 
also applied in order to improve the lepton signal- 
to-background ratio. This general J selection has 
been tested with JETSET 7.4 [29] Monte Carlo 
samples of 30000 events each of the type b ™ J ™ 
and b ™ J ™ eqe-. The response of the L3 
detector was modelled with the GEANT detector 
simulation program [30]. Efficiencies have been de­
termined taking into account corrections due to 
time-dependent effects yielding eJ ™ m + m- = 31.3% 
and eJ ™ e+e-= 24.7%.
Applying the general J selection to the data, the 
invariant mass distributions in Fig. 2 are obtained. 
Clear peaks are observed in both the m + E- and 
eqe- channels near the J mass, and smaller excesses 
are seen near the C mass. In order to determine the 
number of J mesons collected, each distribution is fit 
(binned fit) with a third-order polynomial for the 
background and two Gaussians with different widths 
for each vector meson peak. Studies of the Monte 
Carlo J and C lineshapes are used to constrain some 
of the parameters of the Gaussian in order to reduce 
the total number of degrees of freedom in the fit. The
Fig. 2. The invariant mass distributions for a) m + m- and b) 
e+ e-. The points are the data and the histogram is the Monte 
Carlo background prediction. The solid line is the fit to the data 
and the dashed line is the fit to the background.
number of J mesons in each decay channel is found 
from the integral of the individual lineshapes mea­
sured in the data. An independent determination is 
made by subtracting from the data distributions the 
properly normalised backgrounds from Monte Carlo 
qq events, fitting the difference with a Gaussian, 
and correcting the integral of this Gaussian by 
factors determined from the Monte Carlo line­
shapes. Averaging these consistent measurements 
yields NJ ™ m+m- = 288 " 29 and NJ ™ e+e- = 265 " 23
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Table 2
Sources and magnitudes of systematic errors for the measurement of Br(Z ™ J + X)
Source (jH'Bi3 e + e- (%) ( DBr/Br)J™ • (%) ( DBr/Br)Comb. (%)
J selection + 5.4- 11.2 + 3.7y9.3 + 3.3y 7.3
efficiency correction ±6.0 ± 3.5 ± 3.5
Br(J V-) ±3.2 ± 3.2 ± 2.3
Monte Carlo statistics ±1.5 ±1.4 ± 1.0
fitting method ±1.3 ±4.7 ± 2.4
prompt J production ±1.0 ±1.0 ± 1.0
Br(Z ™ qq) ± 0.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.2
Total + 9.0-13.3 + 7.8y11.6 + 6.0y8.9
where the error is statistical only. Using these mea­
sured numbers of J mesons, the selection efficien­
cies, Br(Z ™ qq) = 0.699 ± 0.0015, and Br(J ™ 
/'- ) = 0.0601 ± 0.0019 [28], we obtain:
Br(Z ™ J + X)e+e-
= (3.45 ± 0.30 (stat.) +003416 (sys.)) X 10 3, 
Br(Z ™ J + X)m + m-
3. Prompt J production
The main difficulty in measuring the prompt J 
production in Z decays is separating it from the
much more abundant number of J’s from B decay. In
order to study the properties of prompt J mesons in Z
decays, samples of 10000 simulated events are pro­
duced for each of the four most important QCD 
production processes (Table 1) using a dedicated
heavy quarkonium Monte Carlo generator developed 
by the OPAL Collaboration [32]. Two independent 
analyses are performed on the full L3 Z data set, 
yielding two measurements (A and B) of the quantity 
fp = NJ- prompt/NJ - b-hadron. For each of these mea-
= (2.96 ± 0.30 (stat.) +°02 *33 *4 (sys.)) X 10 3.
A full description of the systematic error is provided 
in Table 2. Combining these values gives the final 
L3 measurement of the total inclusive J production 
in Z decays:
Br(Z ™ J + X)
= (3.21 ± 0.21 (stat.) t001298 (sys.)) X 10 3.
This is in good agreement with our previously pub­
lished value [31].
surements, two different J selections are used: a very 
general J selection (selection 1) and a prompt J 
selection (selection 2) with powerful rejection of J’s 
from b-hadron decay. The general J selection used 
for measurement A is the same as that described in 
the previous section for the measurement of the total 
J production. For measurement B the general J selec­
tion cuts used in a previous publication [31] are 
applied. The efficiencies for both measurements, 
combined for the m+my and the e+ey final states 
are shown in Table 3.
For the first measurement (A) of f a selection of 
prompt J mesons is based on the isolation energy 
parameter E30. This variable is defined as the energy 
measured within a 30° cone of the candidate J direc­
tion, excluding the energy of the J candidate itself. 
Distributions of E30 for prompt J mesons produced 
via different QCD mechanisms with respect to J 
mesons originating from b-hadron decays are shown 
in Fig. 3. A modest separation is observed for colour
Table 3
General selection (1) efficiencies for J mesons for measurements 
A and B, respectively. The quantity ep corresponds to the effi­
ciency for selecting prompt J mesons and eb is the efficiency for 
selecting J mesons originating from b-hadron decays, respectively. 
The channels J ™ m + m- and J ™ e+ e- are combined
Production Mechanism Meas. A Meas. B
singlet quark fragmentation ep (%) 33.2 35.6
singlet gluon fragmentation ep1 (%) 19.5 21.1
singlet gluon radiation ep (%) 28.7 28.0
octet gluon fragmentation ep1 (%) 25.6 27.5
average ep1 (%) 26.9 28.9
B decay eb (%) 27.7 26.2
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Fig. 3. The Monte Carlo distributions of the energy in a 30o cone 
around the J direction (excluding the J energy), E30, for different J 
sources.
singlet c-fragmentation J's, and nearly complete sep­
aration is observed for colour octet gluon-fragmenta­
tion J's. Guided by these distributions, the following 
cuts are applied:
• E30_.. < 2.5 GeV, E30_MM<4.0GeV.
Different cuts are used for J ™ eqe and J ™ m' m 
candidates because E30 must be calculated differ­
ently for the electron and muon J decay modes. The 
efficiencies which are obtained with this selection 
are reported in the first column of Table 4. The 
m + m_ and the eqe_ final states have been com­
bined.
Table 4
Selection (2) efficiencies for prompt J mesons of measurements A 
and B, respectively. The quantity ep corresponds to the efficiency 
for selecting prompt J mesons, and eb is the efficiency for 
selecting J mesons originating from b-hadron decays, respectively.
The channels J ™ m + m and J ™ e+ e are combined
Production Mechanism Meas. A Meas. B
singlet quark fragmentation ep2 (%) 8.9 4.8
singlet gluon fragmentation ep (%) 6.5 3.8
singlet gluon radiation ep2 (%) 16.2 11.0
octet gluon fragmentation ep2 (%) 20.6 15.2
average ep2 (%) 16.7 11.8
B decay eb (%) 0.3 0.35
For the second measurement (B) of f the angle 
between the J candidate direction and the nearest jet 
axis, aJyjet, is used to suppress the background of 
J's stemming from b-hadron decay. From the distri­
butions of this variable in Fig. 4, it is clear that cuts 
on aJy jet can be especially effective in selecting J 
mesons from gluon fragmentation, which are often 
quite isolated. Based on this information, the follow­
ing cut is used for the second selection of prompt J 
mesons:
* «J-jet > 40o .
The remainder of the cuts are the same as for the 
general J selection used in a previous publication 
[31]. The resulting efficiencies from this selection are 
reported in the second column of Table 4. The 
mqm- and the eqe_ final states have been com­
bined.
Applying the prompt selection of measurement A 
to the data, the invariant mass distribution shown in 
Fig. 5a is obtained. Here, the J ™ eqe_ and J ™ 
mqm- results have been combined. Two indepen­
dent methods are employed to estimate the back­
ground in the signal region from 2.733 GeV to 
3.467 GeV. The first method is to fit the data invari­
ant mass distribution using a third-order polynomial 
for the background and a Gaussian for the J peak. 
The result of the fit is that of the 53 events in the J 
region 28 ±6.4 are attributed to the J signal with a
— b-hadron decay J’s
- - - - singlet c-fragmentation J’s
.... octet g-fragmentation J’s
100 120 140 160 180
(degrees)
¿Lit
L3
Fig. 4. The Monte Carlo distributions of the angle between the J 
and the nearest jet (with the J leptons subtracted), aJ_ jet, for 
different J sources.
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Fig. 5. The prompt J selection invariant mass distributions for a) 
measurement A and b) measurement B (m + m- and e+ e- chan­
nels combined). The histogram is the data and the shaded area is 
the Monte Carlo background prediction.
background of 25 events. In the second method the 
background is estimated by using a large sample of 
Monte Carlo qq events and rescaling. This yields 25 
± 6.4 events for the J signal and 28 for the back-
ground. Combining the two methods of estimating 
the background one obtains for measurement A 27.5 
± 6.5 events for the J signal with a systematic error 
of about 2.8 events due to the fitting procedure.
A similar analysis of the data selected with the 
measurement B prompt selection has been per­
formed. The invariant mass distribution which is 
obtained when combining the J ™ eqe- and J ™ 
mqm- channels is shown in Fig. 5b. Two methods 
were used to estimate the background of the 29 
events found in the invariant mass region from 
2.8 GeV to 3.4GeV. First the data were fit in the 
range from 1.8 GeV to 5.5 GeV using two straight 
lines (joint quadratically) and a Gaussian for the J 
peak, giving a J signal of 17.1 events and a back­
ground of 11.9 events. The second estimate is ob­
tained by applying the cuts to the Monte Carlo 
hadronic sample and scaling it which gives 11.4 
events. Combining the two estimates a J signal of 
17.4 events with a background of 11.6 events and a 
systematic error of about 0.5 events is obtained for 
measurement B. Without isolation cut the sum of J 
mesons from both the electron and muon channel is 
392.
Using these numbers of J mesons and the efficien­
cies in and 4, two separate measurements of fp are 
made using:
= N2 • eb - N1 • eg 
f N1 • ep2 - N2 • <
where N1 and N2 are the number of measured J 
candidates for selections 1 and 2, respectively. In­
cluding the systematic errors summarised in Table 5, 
the results are:
Measurement A: fp = (7.0 ± 2.3 (stat.)
±1.4 (sys.) "-O0 (theo.)) X 10-2 ;
Measurement B: fp = (7.7 ± 3.3 (stat.)
±1.0 (sys.) -o79 (theo.)) X 10-2 .
The systematic errors are shown in Table 5. The 
theoretical errors were estimated by changing the 
theoretical branching ratios of Table 1 by factors of 
2 in both directions. The values of fp imply that for 
measurement A of the 27.5 events in the J signal
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Table 5
Sources and magnitudes of systematic errors for the measurements 
A and B of fp
Error Source ( f/fp )(%)
Meas. A Meas. B
fitting / background counting ±16 ±5
MC EJ / E30 modelling ±6 -
MC aJy jet modelling - ±8
MC efficiency correction ±8 ±8
MC statistics +2 ±2
Total ±20 ±13
21.2 originate from prompt production and 6.3 from 
B decay. The corresponding numbers for measure­
ment B are 12.3 prompt J and 5.1 from B decay of 
the total of 17.4.
It should be noted that there is an advantage in 
expressing the prompt J production in terms of a 
ratio to the production of J mesons from b-hadron 
decays. By doing this, the systematic errors common 
to the measurements of Br(Z ™ Jb_ hadron + X) « 
Br(Z ™ J + X) and Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) cancel, in­
cluding the errors on Br(J ) and Br(Z ™ qq),
and most of the error involved with the J selection. 
Combining the two measurements above, taking into 
account the correlated statistical errors (correlation is 
about 50%), yields:
fp = (7.1 ± 2.1 (stat. )
±1.2 (sys.) q1058 (theo.)) X 10-2 .
This value of fp is then converted into a measure­
ment of the inclusive branching ratio of the Z to 
prompt J mesons by using the measured value of 
Br(Z ™ J + X) obtained in the last section and tak­
ing into account that fp s Nj _ prompt/NJ- b- hadron * 
NJ-prompt/NJ-total. This calculation gives: 
Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) = (2.1 ± 0.6 (stat.)
±0.4 (sys.) +°0'42 (theo.))
X 10-4.
For the purpose of comparison, the theoretical 
branching ratio obtained by combining the colour 
singlet and colour octet predictions in Table 1 is 
2.8 X 10-4 whereas it is only 0.9 X 10-4 for singlet 
contributions. Thus, the data prefer the inclusion of 
color octet processes.
4. Upsilon production
To study the F signal and estimate the selection 
efficiencies, samples of 10000 events for each of the 
F QCD production processes are generated using 
the same Monte Carlo used for the production of the 
prompt J samples [32]. Upsilon mesons are identified 
by the dileptonic decay modes F ™ m + and F ™ 
e+e_, which together represent 5% of all F decays 
[28]. The selection procedure follows that for prompt 
J mesons closely, starting with a standard hadronic 
pre-selection and the subsequent search for m + 
or e+e_ pairs. Similar cuts are imposed on lepton 
candidates. In the case of F™ e + e_ candidates, 
both of the electrons must have momentum greater 
than 4 GeV, and for F™ candidates, the
muon momenta must be larger than 2 GeV.
The isolation cuts for the detection of prompt F 
mesons can be much looser than for prompt J since 
there are no F from t decay. The isolation cut is 
used only to suppress background from spurious 
m + and e+e_ combinations events where the 
leptons originate, for instance, from two different D 
or B decays. For the F case, MC studies showed that 
the angle between the most energetic lepton and the 
nearest jet, alep1_jet, is the most favourable variable 
to suppress background (see Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. The Monte Carlo distributions of the angle between the 
most energetic lepton in the F candidate and the nearest jet (with 
the F leptons subtracted) for different F sources.
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Fig. 7. The F invariant mass distributions for the a) m + m and 
b) eq e- channels. The dashed lines indicate the position of the 
F(1S).
To detect F ’s from the first four processes in 
Table 1, the following cuts were applied: alep1- jet > 
13° and alep2-jet > 3° for m+m- events and 
“lep1-jet > 6-75° fore+e- everts, where alep2-jet is 
the angle between the second most energetic lepton 
and the nearest jet.
The fifth process in Table 1 is essentially a two- 
body decay of the Z. It can be more easily identified 
by special cuts and hence a separate analysis is 
performed. In the majority of events the most ener­
getic lepton, originating from the F, and the nearest 
jet are in opposite hemispheres and a loose cut on 
the angle alep1-jet(> 150° for m+ m- and > 90° for 
eqey events, different because of somewhat differ­
ent backgrounds) is sufficient to single out this class 
of events. However, for this fifth process some of the 
events have alep1-jet angles close to zero and in 
order to recover them, different cuts are used instead: 
energy of the nearest jet > 8 GeV for m + m- events 
and alep1-jet < 15° for eqe- events. If these cuts are 
applied in an or-procedure, no event is found in the 
data in the mass region of the F and half an event is 
expected from the MC background sample.
Processing all the Z decay events in the L3 data 
set through the F selection just described for pro­
cesses 1 to 4 yields the invariant mass distributions 
shown in Fig. 7. Examination of these distributions 
reveals that the background is low in the invariant 
mass range from 7 GeV to 9 GeV and is in agree­
ment with the Monte Carlo expectation not shown in 
the Figure. In calculating the limits also the back­
ground of 4-fermion events was taken into account. 
There is only one signal candidate in the eqey 
channel in the peak regions of the F states which is 
consistent with the background expectations. In the 
absence of a signal, upper limits at the 95% confi­
dence level (CL) on the branching ratios Br(Z ™ 
F(1S) q X) for each of the F production mecha­
nisms are established from binned maximum-likeli­
hood fits to the l ql y invariant mass distributions, 
following the same method outlined in [33]. The 
results are given in Table 6. In calculating the 95% 
CL limits, various systematic errors are taken into 
account, the most important being the uncertainty in
Table 6
F selection efficiencies and measured upper limits (UL) on the branching ratios at the 95% CL for each of the theoretical models of F 
production
F Source eF ™ m + m - (%) eF ™ e + e - (%) UL on Br (Z ™ F(1S) + X)
singlet quark fragmentation 28.5 34.3 4.19 X 10-5
singlet gluon fragmentation 19.6 22.6 5.59 X 10-5
singlet gluon radiation 27.8 29.1 4.54 X 10y5
octet gluon fragmentation 27.3 29.8 4.52 X 10y5
octet gluon radiation 35.4 39.5 3.57 X 10y5
weighted sum — — 4.40 X 10y5
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Br(T™/V-) (2.6%) and the uncertainty in the F 
polarisation (6%) [33]. The weighted sum takes into 
account the various theoretical branching ratios.
5. Conclusions
Using our complete sample of hadronic Z decays 
we obtain for the inclusive J branching ratio:
Br(Z ™ J + X)
= (3.21 ± 0.21 (stat.) -.2 (sys.)) X 10-3.
This value is in good agreement with other measure­
ments made at LEP [34-36]. This analysis also 
shows that prompt J mesons produced by various 
QCD mechanisms are present in measurable quanti­
ties, allowing for the determination of fp and Br(Z 
™ Jprompt q X):
fp = (7.1 ± 2.1 (stat.)
±1.2 (sys.) q1058 (theo.)) X 10-2,
Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) = (2.1 ± 0.6 (stat.)
±0.4 (sys.) to4, (theo.))
X 10-4.
The positive observation of prompt J mesons is in 
accord with the findings of a similar study of prompt 
J production performed recently [37]. In addition, the 
measured value of Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) is in good 
agreement with recent theoretical calculations of 
prompt J production in Z decays, which include both 
colour singlet and colour octet contributions. How­
ever, the measured Br(Z ™ Jprompt + X) disagrees 
with the leading order Colour Singlet Model predic­
tion at the two standard deviation level. Such dis­
agreement is also observed for xc1 production at L3 
[31]. This evidence suggests that the CSM might not 
provide an adequate description of heavy quarkonia 
production in eqe- collisions at the Z pole and 
lends support to the hypothesis that other mecha­
nisms such as colour octet gluon fragmentation are 
involved.
We have also searched for F production in Z 
decays and have obtained the following 95% confi­
dence level upper limit:
Br(Z ™ F(1S) + X) < 4.4 X 10-5
This limit is in agreement with the theoretical predic­
tion, taking into account colour octet contributions. It 
improves upon previously published limits [33,38] 
and may be compared to the measured value in [39].
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